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Hazrat Muslim bin Aqeel A.S. 

 
MuawiyaL.A. , during his last twenty years of rule, systematically eliminated Shian AliA.S., 
particularly in Kufa, through all possible means, that may be persecution, killing, driving them out 
of cities.  He also continued supporting the enemies of Moula AliA.S.,(through offering them 
positions and providing them financial support) and in return, these hypocrites caused ‘Fitna’ during 
Imam AliA.S. and Imam HassanA.S.’s rule in Kufa.  When YazidL.A.  came into power, he did not 
consider them of any use and stopped their grants.  This was the time when YazidL.A. asked an oat 
of alliance from Imam HussainA.S., which ImamA.S., strongly refused by saying that ‘A person like 
me can never pledge an allegiance to a person like you (YazidL.A)’.  YazidL.A sent his armed men to 
either force Imam HussainA.S., for an alliance to him or bring back Hussain’s head (noaus-zo 
Billah).   
 
At this point, Kufi hypocrites saw an opportunity to regain their lost political positions and started 
contacted very few remaining Shian AliA.S.  They proposed to prominent Shias, to invite Imam 
HussainA.S to Kufa in order to start a movement of disobedience against YazidL.A, who was often 
drunk and openly mocked Islam.   
 
They held a meeting in the house of Sulayman bin Surad, a companion of the Holy ProphetA.S, and 
insisted on inviting ImamA.S to Kufa.  Hazrat Sulaymana.r. was not convinced at first instance and 
said, ‘ Today, I do not recognize any true Shian-e-AliA.S among yourselves, I can only see either 
new faces or those who were against Imam AliA.S and Imam HassanA.S or those who stayed at home 
when Imam AliA.S was calling for Jihad against MuawiyaL.A.1.  Most of you are his (YazidL.A) and 
his father's associates.  If you strongly believe that you will not falter in helping ImamA.S and 
fighting ImamA.S‘s enemies then I allow you to write a letter to ImamA.S but if you feel weakness 
and fear for your lives, then for Allah's sake, do not betray the only one, still remaining from 
‘Punjatan-e-PakA.S’.  They all replied that they could not pledge an alliance to a king like YazidL.A 
and they will, by all means, support Imam HussainA.S.  After a lengthy debate and several 
arguments, it was, finally, agreed to write a letter of invitation to Imam HussainA.S.  This was 
followed by several other letters, petitions written by individuals as well as group of people, 
appealing ImamA.S to come and guide them and if ImamA.S would not come to their guidance and 
protection against tyrant YazidL.A, they would make a complaint to Allah on the day of Judgment. 
 
When Imam HussainA.S received so many petitions and messages from Kufa, ImamA.S decided to 
send his cousin Hazrat Muslim bin AqeelA.S as his emissary to Kufa to study the situation therein.  
ImamA.S wrote a letter saying that, ‘I am sending my cousin and one of the most trusted ones from 
my family, Muslim ibne Aqeel2, to report to me about your affairs.  If his report agrees with what 
you have written, I will soon be with you. You must be clear of the fact that the Imam is the one 
who follows the book of Allah only, and serves Allah in all matters and affairs with justice, honesty 
and truth and submits to the command of Allah’. 
 
As Hazrat MuslimA.S was preparing for the journey, Imam HussainA.S went to him and said: 
‘Muslim! the whole world knows that you are one of the bravest warriors. It is just possible that 
seeing you in Kufa some people may think that you have come for a war against YazidL.A..  Take 
your two young sons, Muhammad and Ibraheem with you, when they will see you with such young 
children, they will know that our intentions are peaceful’. 
Hazrat MuslimA.S and his two sons arrived in Kufa towards the end of Ze'Qaad. They had extremely 
warm welcome by the people of Kufa.  The news of their arrival spread quickly in Kufa and people 
started visiting Hazrat MuslimA.S in groups. Very soon more than 18,000 people appeared before 
Hazrat MuslimA.S and pledged their allegiance to Imam HussainA.S as their Imam3.  As a result, 
Hazrat MuslimA.S reported to Imam HussainA.S through Abis ibne Shabib that most of the people in 
Kufa were ready to receive him as their Imam and advised that ImamA.S may proceed to Kufa.  
Amongst the people of Kufa, there were still MuawiyaL.A’s faithful spies, who informed YazidL.A 
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about the uprising of Kufis against him.  YazidL.A reacted immediately and sent a message to his 
Governor in Basrah, Ubaydullah ibne ZiyadL.A, to go to Kufa and take over the position of 
Nu'amaan ibne BasheerL.A 4.  Ibne ZiyadL.A was also asked to arrest Hazrat MuslimA.S and kill him 
and do all that was necessary to suppress the Shias in Kufa. 
 

Ibne ZiyadL.A was a cruel, unjust and cunning man, on his arrival in Kufa, he first reinstated the 
financial support of those who were informers of MuiawiyaL.A and doubled their bursaries in order 
to quickly win them back. He, then, threatened those with immediate death who found engaged in 
any activity against his government. He also ordered them to help him in locating Hazrat 
MuslimA.S. 
 

Ibne ZiyadL.A sealed Kufa in such a way that no one could go in or out of the city without the 
governor's permission.  In the meanwhile, a spy, MaaqalL.A, who pretended to be a Shia, informed 
Ibne ZiyadL.A about the whereabouts of Hazrat MuslimA.S. Hazrat MuslimA.S decided not to 
endanger the lives of his friends, and left his both sons with a momin, and went into the desert so 
that he could reach Imam HussainA.S and inform him about betrayal of Kufis.  This was the 7th of 
Zil-Hajj, during that whole day and the following day Hazrat MuslimA.S tried to get out of the city 
but found all exists sealed and guarded by Ibne ZiyadL.A Soldiers. 
 

On the 8th of Zil-Hajj, late in the evening, tired, hungry and exhausted, Hazrat MuslimA.S knocked 
at the door of a house on the outskirts of the city. A lady opened the door. Hazrat MuslimA.S 
requested for a little water and when she learnt who he was, she invited him in and offered him 
shelter for the night.  Later in the evening, her son came home and found out that the man Ibne 
ZiyadL.A was looking for was residing in his mother’s house, he, with the hope of a big reward, 
slipped out in the darkness of the night and informed ZiyadL.A.  
Early the next morning, five hundred soldiers under the leadership of Mohammad bin AshasL.A 
surrounded the house and demanded Hazrat MuslimA.S 's surrender.  Hazrat MuslimA.S came out 
holding his sword. Three times he drove the enemy away and killed 150 of them. Twice Ibne 
ZiyadL.A had to send in reinforcements. 
 

While Hazrat MuslimA.S was fighting, some soldiers went up the rooftops and began throwing 
stones and lighted torches at him. Others dug a trench in the path of Hazrat MuslimA.S and covered 
it with grass. Although badly wounded and totally exhausted, Hazrat MuslimA.S kept on fighting  
until he was tricked into the trench.  More than fifty soldiers pounced upon him, chained him and 
dragged him all the way to Ibne ZiyadL.A’s court.  He then ordered Hazrat MuslimA.S to be taken to 
the roof of the palace and executed there.  Hazrat MuslimA.S was calm and composed as he was 
dragged up the steps. He was reciting ‘Allahu Akber’ until the last moment. Then there was an 
absolute silence followed by a thud as the head of Hazrat MuslimA.S was chopped and dropped to 
the ground (Allah Hummah Lain Katlatka Hazrat Muslim bin AqeelA.S). This was on the day 9th of Zil-Hajj.  
When Hazrat MuslimA.S was martyred, Imam HussainA.S was already on his way to Karbala.  
Hazrat Muslim bin AqeelA.S’s Holy shrine is adjacent to the masjid-e-Kufa.   
1Dama-tu-Sakibah, Vol. 2, p. 142: 2 Muslim ibne AqeelA.S was the son of Hazrat Aqeel ibne Abu TaalibA.S-the real brother of Imam AliA.S .  He was a 
famous warrior. He married Ruqayya binte Imam AliA.S - Imam HussainA.S 's sister through another mother.; 3 (Tareekh-e-Tabri, Vol.6-Page 211): 4 
The Governor of Kufa at that time 
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